
STEP INTO YOUR 
BACKYARD OASIS 

WITH ELEGANCE

DISCOVER OUR  
VINYL OVER STEP COLLECTION



Latham vinyl over step features are the focal point of any vinyl pool.  The 
vinyl liner material covers your steps, allowing continuous beauty throughout 
the entire pool.

By choosing among a variety of step designs, benches and sunledges in our 
vinyl over steel or vinyl over polymer steps, you can create a great place to 
sit, relax and cool off.

BUILT-IN BEAUTY 

UNIQUE
SOPHISTICATED
ENDLESS OPTIONS

Straight steps
Radius steps

Benches and Ledges

Reference # ESC-4687



Reference # ESC-5605

Reference # BSC-2925

Reference # OPK-ST165R102

Reference # SSK-ST144ST90 Reference # FSO-DW141R084BB



Reference # SSK-TS096120

Reference # ESC-5344 & SOK-BN096STR2

Reference # ESC-4332



INDUSTRY-LEADING
Latham offers the most robust vinyl over 
step program including the widest selection 
of sizes and shapes.

Our step technologies include vinyl over 
steel steps, as well as vinyl over polymer.  

Your Latham Builder can guide you through 
the best option for your pool.

All Latham vinyl covered step systems come 
backed with a Lifetime structural warranty 
for convenience and peace of mind. 

FINISHING TOUCH
Steps with vinyl-over lining improve a pool’s 
cohesive appearance. Latham’s vinyl-over 
step systems create a complete, seamless 
look — covering the entire pool surface up 
to the decking. 

All Latham liners feature 
technology for the strongest seam you’ll 
never see. 

Reference # SSK-ST192ST90 Reference # SOK-ST096ST90

Reference # ESC-2495

Reference # ESC-5109



DROP-IN STEPS
Looking to replace your current pool liner?  
Enhance the look of your existing pool by 
adding a drop-in step or bench feature.  
Not just for looks, these simple bolt-on 
features can provide additional entry/
exit points or additional seating for your 
backyard paradise.

Reference # ESC-5410

Reference # FSO-ST144ST90XA Reference # OPK-ST183R120NOTE: Once installed in their final position, vinyl over step pool liners may vary with minor imperfections in certain applications, such as small 
puckers or wrinkles in 90 degree corners. This will not detract from the overall look and performance as it is normal with most vinyl over features.



NOW IT’S YOUR TURN
You’ve waited long enough. Make one simple phone call to your 
local Latham dealer, and you’ll be on your way to creating a 
private retreat that’s unmistakably, uniquely yours — the stuff 
that dreams are made of. 

ONLY LATHAM® POOL PRODUCTS 
CAN GIVE YOU A BACKYARD  
EXPERIENCE LIKE THIS. 
Latham Pool Products is North America’s leading manufacturer 
of in-ground residential swimming pools. Our innovative tech-
nology, family of leading brands, and decades of experience 
enable us to provide the best, most complete covered pool for 
your backyard experience.

As you plan your hideaway, you can relax knowing that the 
same industry-leading company is engineering your entire 
experience, and assuring perfect performance.
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